INTRODUCTION
Turkish Poliphonic Music has a history of at least 150 years from now. Jannisery Mehter was nearly 100 percent replaced by the Western Band by mid 19'th Century a tendency called westernization process which was higlighted by the decleration of Tanzimat(regulations) in 1839 accomponied by some radical changes in social/political life in Ottoman Empire. Through the period of social/political changes that continued for last decades of Ottoman Empire which eventually lead to the establishment of Turkish Republic in 1923, the Poliphonic Music and its genres were quickly beacame the signs of artistic expression marking the change from Feodal Community to Burgoise Society replacing the old values with the new ones.
On the other hand some major problems arosed when trying to create a new national musical expression based on the rules of new Poliphony at the same time using some features of old Makam heritage.(rural or urban forms). Makam structures were far too flexible by pitch organisation which were incompatible with polyphonic textures and were too complicated by ryhthmic organisation giving way to florid melodic lines with extensive ornaments. One of the solutions was methodically simplification of the makamic idioms to a limit that they would no more create obstacles when used in Polyphonic writing which was very common from the first decades of Republic till the end of 70's.
In this document, I will try to examine technically the scores of some Turkish Composers which ı'll chose from various periods of Turkısh Polyphonic Music and question their relevance to Makam tradition. By doing this I will try to categorize and methodize the common two compositional tendencies which belong to the two different historical phases of Turkısh Polyphonic Music. The first one is the "adjustment of the tradition for the sake of National Identity". That was the musical trademark of the first decades of Turkısh Republic. And the second one is "the actual representation in multistylistic textures" a compositional tendency arosed after the late sixties.
Historical Background By the end of 19'th century, the Tonal hieararchy which functioned as a common ground for European Art Music for nearly 500 hundred years, started to loose its traditional function by intensive usage of chromatic alterations and metric dispositions which eventually lead to abondance of tension-resolution dialectic in the pitch organisation of a musical work. The Abundance of Tonality or Atonalism in the first decades of 20th Century not only emancipated pitches from their grand boundairies it also served to national music composition schools and styles all around the Europe for their emancipation from the center and its style vowen with tonal idioms. This new situation helped national schools in their search for new arrays of cultural representation in their musics a tendency which already started from 1850's.
The Development of the national styles outside of Central Europe and the general international evolution of twentieth-century music are closely related. The discovery of folk music, particularly that of Eastern Europe, was one of the factors that broadened the horizons of Western music. At the same time, no extensive independent developments of great significance could take place until the dominance of the central, "common practice" tonal system was ended" (Salzman, 1988: 70) In his monumental book called Twentieth Century Music" Eric Salzman states that after the end of tonality new models pitch organisations was needed to appear inorder to give way to new expression forms. "In general, some new kind of tonal framework was needed within which distincktly national idioms-derieved from the small forms of folk and dance music-could be expanded into larger means of creative communications" (Salzman, 1988: 70) Meanwhile the music scene of late Ottoman period in mid 19'th century was under aseries of rapid changes paralel to the ones occured in social/political life. One majör change happened by replacing the old Mehter music(Jannisary band) with Mızıka-i Hüma-yun which was consisted of mainly western instruments. Although the decisions about the radical shift on musical taste seemed to be coming from the supreme authority of that time which was the Ottoman Palace, there was also an outgoing process of change in all layers of society.
Although Although the historical path of the modernization in Turkish Makam music did not follow the same socio-economic steps, a similar rationalization process took place from the 18th century on.Besides the hidden temperament of the sound system, other signs of a significant change have been observed since that time. (Ergur-Doğrusöz, 2015: 147) Ergur and Doğrusöz claim that the preference to simpler makams, preference to simpler rhythmic patterns (usuls), more virtusic passages in melodic lines accompanied by agility in musical performance, increase in the usage of basic formal structures and most importantly ongoing attempts for notating the Makam music heritage were all signs of Modernization process in culture which was so predominant in Turkey starting from as early as 18th century. (Ergur-Doğrusöz, 2015: 147) The modernization process in Turkey's music scene eventually led to the first opera written in Turkish (Arif'in Hilesi) which had been premiered by Dikran Çuhacı-yan in 1872.1 (Alimdar, 2012: 370) This was also the first opera which used makam music elements in it. In that sense It was the prototype of a national polyphonic music tradition which display makam features as means of cultural representation. Which was later on followed by the first,second,third and fourth generations of composers of Republic era carrying the Polyphonic idiom to modern and than post-modern textures of Turkish Music.
In short despite all political contradictions with central Europe the westernization effects on the music scene in late Ottoman Period was evident and irreversible
Some Observations On Makam Music
Makam Music is a unique Near Eastern genre founded upon the crowning achievements in art and culture of Islamic Civilization, which are shared by Turks, Arabs, Persians, and Indians alike and it is believed to had originated in Transoxania around 9th Cen- 1 The premier of Arif'in Hilesi by Dikran Çuhacıyan (1872) was followed by a series of comic operas which were staged mainly in Pera of Istanbul.
tury.
Approximately 80 percent of makam music is built on text swhich is sang with melodies compassing maximum two octaves depending on the makams. These melodies are accompanied with instruments that follow the melody line by some characteristic embellishments leading to a kind of monodic/heterophonic texture. Although the majority of works in makam music are vocal there are also instrumental genres as well.
Makam music is traditionally taught by a kind of oral transmission called Meşk. During the meşk the instructor sings or plays the musical examples and the pupil memorizes the musical examples by imitating the instructor by singing or playing. Until Ninety or hundred years back from now Meşk was the only method to transmit Makam Music. (Behar, 2016: 15) Meşk is still used in Makam Music Repertory courses alongside with Western Notation which has been started to be used in Makam Music since the end of 19th century.
Pitch Systems
Referring to the oldest written documents on Makam Music theory starting from Farabi(10th century) than Sayiyyuddin Urmevi(13th century) it had been theorized that Makam music has 18 unequal pitches in one octave which gives its unique character. In that sense makam music differentiates from Equal Tempered Western Practice with the use of inervals smaller than a half step.(100 cents)
According to 18 pitch system there is a 66 cents(what is a cent) gap between 17th and 18th pitches which gives the unique flexibility to some of the pitches in makam music. However; the modernisation in music starting from late Ottoman period, not only gave way to new forms of artistic expression in means of applied polyphony, it also created new models of pitch systems in makam music which were built on non flexible -static ratios of intervals. The most prominant protoype of these systems was Rauf Yekta's makam scale built on 24 unequal static pitches in an octave. (Yekta, 1986: 59) In table: 1 we see an ascending row of pitches starting from D4 to D5 with their ratios given above marking the distance between each pitch and the ratios below marking the distance to the tonic D4.
The accurate ratios are given with the word "doğru" and the approximation of accurate ratios are given with the word "takribi". Dating back to 1913 this one is one of the first examples of fixed pitch systems using 24 unequal pitches in one octave. (After the republic Saadettin Arel, Suphi Ezgi and Murat Uzdilek developed an other system using 24 unequal pitches in an octave which was build on the same pitch organisation that previously developed by Rauf Yekta but starting from tonic C4 to C5 this time. With in time Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek system become more popular and it has been taught in all Major Makam Conservatories and Makam Music Isntitutions since than.
Tetrachords-Pentachords
Makams are derived from the conjunction of caharacteristic tetrachords and pentachords which are called çeşni. Here are some examples of Çeşni's in tetrachords that have been frequently used in Makam Music. (Özkan, 1982: 42) As seen in the examples there are some letters put under the notes. This letters refer for some identical interval ratios taught in Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek system. Thus letter T stands for Tanini which is 9 commas(203 cents approximately).3 Letter B is 4 commas(90 cents approximately), letter K 8 commas(181 cents) and letter S stands for 5 commas(113 cents approx.)
Rhythmic Structure Metric patterns are named as Usul in Makam music. Usuls form the background rhythmic layer of Makam works and are tra-3 Arel-Ezgi -Uzdilek System uses 24 unequal ratios from a super set of 53 equal ratios. Thus one octave has 53 small intervals. When we divide one octave 1200 cent to 53 we get the smallest ratio (22,64 cents) which is called comma in AEU system. This should not to be confused with Pythogerian(23,5 cents) or Syntonic (21,5 cents) commas used in Western music theory. ditionally taught Irregular metric patterns are one of the most prominent aspects of Makam Music. Both Urban and Rural Branches make use of irregular metric patterns of 5-7-9-11-13 etc..4
The conventional classification of Usuls are threefold. Usuls between 2-15 beats are accepted as small Usuls, such as Nim Sofyan(2 beats), Semai(3beats), Sofyan(4 beats), Türk Aksağı(5 beats), Yürük Semai (6 4 Apart from irregular metric patterns like 5/8 or 7/8 featuring odd numbers , there are also patterns featuring even numbers like 8/4 but use irregular groupings as 3+2+3 as in the example of Müsemmen usul. In that sense Makam music radically shifts from Western usage in metric organisation. One prominent of the most distinguishing example is 9/8. Metric patterns involving 9 are considered as compound forms of 3 in Western convention whereas in Makam Music they are always groupings of 2-2-2-3 or 2-3-2-2 or 2-2-3-2 etc.. beats), Devri Hindi (7 beats On the other hand Rural branch favored syllabic melodies that involves one note for each syllable, using a more simpler kind of Turkish concordant with the daily life of ordinary people.
In that respect the subjects used in the lyrics of rural branch do vary from religious subjects to love, dance forms to social issues..etc compassing a vast amount of topics. In other words Rural branch includes any natural or social event on earth. (Emnalar, 1998: 28) Whereas the urban branch was much more limited regarding its subjects. The subjects used in Urban branch were either religi- To sum up, there are apparent theoretical and practical similarities as well as differencies between Urban and Rural Makam Musics of Anatolia. Historically, starting from the Ottoman times the Urban branch was subject of a more indirect elaborate or abstract in other words way of expression regarding the aristocratic city (namely İstanbul) culture it feed from. On the other hand Rural branch was a more direct way musical expression of people belonging to lower class of Ottoman Empire. The vast majority of them were peasents living a simpler life compared to the people of Aristocracy living in the cities.
Adjustment of the tradition for the sake of National Identity.
Through the process of establishment of Republic in 1920's, music was chosen as a tool for conveying the Ideological content of the new Republic.
Music occupies a privileged place in Turkish modernization, among other arts, because it has both popular and abstract (intrinsic complexity) characters. The doublesidedness of musical expression explains its ideological over-charges that made it a vast conceptual terrain of social and political but certainly non-musical debate. In such a context, the musical preferences of any audience were mostly associated with the schematized ideological meanings, which triggered out the polarization between conservatism and modernism. ( Ergur-Aydın, 2004: 3 ) New republic needed new forms of expression. The Political elite of that time aimed for a kind of Polyphonic Music that displays National Identitiy. The rural branch of Makam music was chosen officially to strcuture a new polyphonic style up on it and Urban style of Makam music was raher dismissed on this process.7 The reasons for this decision was twofold. The technical reason was that the urban branch of Makam Music was highly complex with its long metrical patterns, eloborated melodies and melismatik verbal structure that together makes it unsuitable for harmonizing. On the other hand the rural branch of Makam music was more or less structured on short metrical patterns, simpler melodies with syllabic verbal character displaying plain Turkish as it was spoken among ordinary Turks in Anatolia. The Ideological reason for building the polyphonic structure on rural style not the urban style was that, the urban stle of Makam music was representing the Ottoman culture with its capital Istanbul having an cosmopolit identity consisting of the mixture of Byzantium, Arabian, Persian, Armenian, Greek and Turkish cultures. On the other hand rural style was representing more or less a homogenity based on Anatolian Turkish culture which was concordant with the needs of New Republic.
Thus to create a new repertory on the basis of National Polyphonic music, composers had been sent to Europe to have the education needed for that task. Rey,Alnar, Saygun, Erkin, Akses, Atrek, Koral, Abed, Bilgen, 7 The debate between traditionalists and modernists eventually led Makam music to be banned from the conservatory.(1926) Which was quite shocking for traditional musicians since till that time both musics had being thought simultaneously at the same institution (Darül-Elhan) Ün, İlerici were accepted as the first generation of composers of Modern Turkey. (Aydın, 2003: 23) Although their compositional styles vary from each other; what is common among these composers is uncompromising attitude for adaptation of Makam's to 12 tone equal tempered system of Western world inorder to make them suitable and even reasonable to be used in Polphonic textures. In that sense characteristic complex textural and timbral qualities of urban or rural makam musics had been disregarded, harmonic grammer consisted of micro intervals were simplified to be performed within the limit of 12 Equal tempered system. In other words just an adoptable/suitable reflection of the original makam idiom was needed inorder to be used in Makam driven polyphonic musics of National school.
Example no:1 Adnan Saygun Horon from Demet Suite (1956)For Piano and Violin.(measures 1-17)
Demet Suite for Piano and Violin is a series of short pieces resembling Anatolian folk dances of varying regions ranging from West Anatolian Zeybek to North Anatolian Horon. Horon is the second piece of the Suite. It is based on 7/8 fast rhythmic idea on piano which creates a layer of ostinato till the end of piece which mimics an actual Horon dance which the rhythmic layer is traditionally created by kemençe.(A string instrument consisted of three strings).
In his book called Adnan Saygun A musical bridge between West-East Emre Aracı, analysing the famous Yunus Emre orotorio by AdnanSaygun states that Saygun has three models of melodic structures in Yunus Emre orotorio:
Adaptated or simplified Folk tunes/hymns by ways of alteration Original melodies composed by the composer himself.in style of Folk tunes by preseving the charactersitics of Folk tunes.
Melodies that does not resemble any folk tunes or hymns. (Aracı, 2001: 184) We may also see examples of this three models stated by Aracı in examples 1-2 from Horon. The melody on Violin that starts at measure five is an original melody composed by the composer himself to mimic the character of the kemençe. The melody is implied to be in karcığar makam that consists of the series of pitches A-B-C-D-Eb-F#-G-A.
However in reality the second degree (B) of Karcığar is approximately 40 cent lower and the fifth degree(Eb) is approximately 14 cents higher than equal tempered ones used in the example. Furthermore we see this scale is harmonically delivered between Violin and Piano adding the note Bb inorder to fill the sonic atmosphere with a kind of tension between B and Bb best probably compansate to the absence of a lowered second degree of original Makam.
Given the three methods by Aracı we can state that; example no:1is an originally composed melody mimicing the tradition, in that way it suits to the second method.
Actual Representation in Multistylistic Textures
The idea of global village supported by neo liberal policies of 80's strated to melt down the barriers between musical genres that were categorized and seperated by georgraphical and cultural conditions for long Starting from the 60's The quesitoning of purity in Art eventually and most probably lead to the juxtaposedposed sonic worlds of Post Modernism which still dominates the contemporary music scene.
Post-modernism, like the comparable period between the world wars, is characterized by a major revival of interest in ethnic and folk-styles. The new regionalism of the 1980's, like the national movements earlier in the century, involves more than parochialism; it is natural result of composers cultivating their own backyards rather than creating for an international avant-garde that is widely and thinly spread across the global network. (Salzman, 1988: 230-31) The eclectism and multistylism associated with Post-modern textures of last 40 years has their counterparts in Turkey's new music scene. Starting frof om the mid 80's composers of Turkey started to get involved with Post Modern Aesthetics this led to new kinds of horizons in their understanding for handling Makam music sources in their works.
These composers, who represent the fourth generation of Turkish polyphonic music compose in variety styles ranging from neo expressionism to neo classicism, post minimalism,spectralism, post spectralism or even post-avant garde music have one common concept when handling Makam elements in their compositions. Makam elements almost always used as representative sound sources rather than abstract implications adapted to the texture by a series of transformative operations which were the methods determinant in previous generations of Turkish Polyphonic Music. Thus, a traditional makam instrument is often used in texture as it sounds in its own sonic atmosphere(preserving the characteristic of pitches/microtones and performance codes) without trying to adjust it to the necessities of Western taste.
In The most distinguished feature of this work is the use of kanun (qanun)-an instrument which belongs to Ottoman Court Music Tradition-in a context of western chamber music. The fundamental concept in this approach is the presentation of music and figures by kanun from its own traditional music, its own culture. The other instruments in the ensemble take over these jests and figures and gradually transform them by altering, spoiling and messing up. While the other instruments transform these musical particles -as if moving to another dimension-the struggle of kanun to keep insistently the original forms of its own figures constitutes the inner dynamism of the work. Kanun doesn't have the role of the soloist, contrarily takes equal part in the ensemble as the others. Generally the other instruments might be quite busy in transforming the musical particles that kanun had already presented, in this case they might be perceived as more active than kanun. (Uçarsu, 2001: 4) Since in this music Kanun as a Makam instrument both plays passages which belong to Makam tradition and also passages which are originally composed by the composer, the music both belongs to the first and second methods respectively.
Kamran Ince is one of the leading figures of Turkish Contemporary Music scene. His music stands alone among many, by mainly consisting of juxtaposition of postminimalist and neo-tonal elements with a touch of Makam extract.
The Invasion is the sixth movement of his symphony titled Gallipoli Symphony composed for Orchestra with Turkish Makam Instruments namely Bağlama-Zurna(2)-Ney and Kemençe.
Example no:3 Ince, Kamran (2011) Invasion for Orchestra and Turkısh Instruments (measures 66-67)
At bar 67 two Zurnas are involved in the texture which is already densely stratified with melodic layers involving almost all instruments whith repeating rhythmic figures of thier own. Since traditional Zurna players are not familier playing these kind of rhythmic patterns, the composer asks for a kind of aproximation with this comment on measure 66. "Zurnas to play something similar to this rhythms and meter dont have to match and should vary, they are taught this and once learned they do not follow part they are cued in and cued out" (Ince, 2011: 26) By using this kind of flexible notation the composer succeeds to get what he needs as a sound. And since he composed all the Makam material played by Makam instruments himself, this example obviously belongs to the second method.
Example no:4 Türkmen, Onur (2012) Hat for Kemençe and Ensemble (Measure 217)
Example no:8 is from one of the prominent composers of last generation Contemporary Turkish Music. Onur Türkmen is known by his highly orginal approach of icorporating Makam derivated idioms with textures build on singularity of elements highlighted with dense usages of micropolyphony and one note polyphony (techniques which are pioneered by Gyorgy Ligeti and Giacinto Scelsi respectively starting from the second half of Twentieth Century)
Türkmen composed a series of pieces featuring makam instruments under the heading of "Hat".
He defines his attitude of composing by thse words:
Hat (term derived from calligraphy) is a compositional approach thatis not constructed through a dialectic on the oppositions, contradictions and polarizations of the musical material(s) but rather on a dialectic between composers psyche and hat. Hat -a "line" of maqams penetrating and merging into one another -is gradually sought, communicated with and eventually revealed by the composer. Being inextricable from its single unity, this line is only a phenomenon restricted by composer's seeking, communication and revelation. Therefore its beginnings and endings are ambiguous; it is not a structure; any instance that occurs within the hat does not dictate the existence of another consequent moment.
Although there are reminiscences, a hat does not incline towards a reference to a certain culture. Rather it is just another occurrence within a universe with no other diversity than itself: a simultaneous unity of time and space that ceaselessly continues and expands.
Speaking of a universe of no diversities, in terms of musical perspective, hat is emancipation of consonance (Türkmen, 2012: 3) After a kind of dynamik decrescendo which leads to textural resolution marked by rests on several parts starting from measure 211, solo kemençe is featured to make an improvisation on bar 217. It is written improvisation but in reality the composer asks kemençe player to make a Taksim( improvisation tradition in makam music done by instruments ) on Saba makam that is accompanied by tremolo on the string of Piano creating a drone background which is one of the textural essentials of taksim performance. Since the taksim is just before the end of the piece we can assume that it has a structural role in conveying the makam domain to Contemporary music. And since the material played in the taksim is not composed by the composer it belongs to the first method.
